MANOLO

MENDEZ Dressage

Just as we would never pressure a kinder garden
child to Jump straight into high school and expect
them to be able to think critically and produce a+
essays overnight, we should never “Jump steps” or
rush the levels in the training of our horses.

Know your horse

A good rider must be guided by what he feels
beneath him and how he can release the horse’s
tension and better its alignment.

The more our horse understands his work

to understand each aid, each request, each

by Manolo Mendez,

Specialist of in-hand and Classical
Equitation with C. Larrouilh

Manolo Mendez was the first Head Rider, and one of
six founding members of the Royal Andalusian School
of Equestrian Art. Based in Jerez, Spain, the school is
one of the four classical schools which also include
the Cadre Noir in Saumur, the Spanish Riding School in
Vienna and the Portuguese School of Equestrian Art
in Lisbon. A master horseman with over forty years
of experience spanning classical dressage, doma
vaquera and jumping, Manolo is dedicated to a soft,
sympathetic and thorough training method which
prepares horses physically and psychologically for
each stage of training from training to Grand Prix
and Haute Ecole. For more information on Manolo
visit: www.manolomendezdressage.com

Sitting trot makes young horses
hollow

Develop soft transitions early

A natural walk is the foundation
for good paces
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Recognizing crookedness

Manolo demonstrating
even contact on even reins
while traveling straight.
Note the soft contact with
slightly open, sensitive
hands. The horse’s mouth
has four billion nerve
receptors and we must
treat it with respect.
Manolo’s arms, hands
and wrists are relaxed
transmitting no tension or
stiffness into the horse via
the reins and the bit.

In the absence of blockages in the spinal chain, a horse can easily coil his pelvis, contract his abdominal wall and raise his back from withers to dock of tail.

Ride evenly on bended lines
All important shallow loop

Turning left, Manolo has to accomodate the
change in Dinamico’s alignment and the
lengthening of his right side. He moves his
outside hand slightly forward to match the
horse’s shoulders on the bended line. The contact
on the reins remains even. If he held on to the
outside rein or pulled on the inside rein, he would
make the horse crooked.

Straightening he horse
is something a rider
works on every day.
Looking at the horse’s
body and comparing
his right and left side
is helpful in checking
for musculoskeletal
symmetry. There is a lot
to be learned by checking
for similarities and
differences in muscles’
size and consistency,
and the horse’s overal
postural alignment.
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Turning right. Here again, Manolo is
adjusting his contact to mirror the horse’s
alignment. His outside left hand is
positioned slightly forward of his inside hand.
Note the soft contact, there is not pulling
involved in turning.

From left to right, Manolo demonstrating a horse crooked right, crooked left and traveling straight. Where are the nose, ears, poll and ribcage of he horse? Look at the chest
bone, is it exactly centered or more to the right or left? What do you notice about the rider?
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This may seem like a
simple exercise, but it is
not. The rider must ensure
it is performed softly and
degree of which depends
on the size of the loop)
throughout the body of
the horse is not asked for
abruptly at the apex of
the loop but prepared for
carefully.

Whether on a 10, 15 or 20
meter circle, a straight horse
travels ON the circle. The
circle line travels between
the horse’s ears, and exits
in the middle of its tail and
hind legs. A young horse
should work on straight
strength to work on circles
and bended lines.

Keys To Training the Young Horse

a

Manolo Mendez wishes to thank Alex and
Sandra Wolfe for their friendship and patronage;
and Wolfe Civil for its support and sponsorship.
Featured in this article is Andalusian stallion
Dinamico XII, Dinamico is part of the WolfeMen
Stallions stable and is owned by the Wolfes.
For more information on Dinamico and other
WolfeMen stallions visit
www.manolomendezdressage.com
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